Abstract: Although myriad laser processes take advantage of the ability to convert photon energy into thermal energy resulting in a local increase in temperature, e.g. laser cutting, drilling, welding, in a sense these processes represent a direct energy conversion from laser energy to task. However, when converting laser energy to desired, controllable mechanical deformation, there exist what may be thought of as intermediate steps that arise in the process. This chapter aims to give a brief background and review recent advances for three processes: laser forming, laser shock-peening and laser peen forming. All three of these processes utilize laser energy in order to induce plastic deformation resulting in either a desired final part geometry, desirable material properties/performance or both.
Introduction
laser forming (lF) is a process which utilizes transient, non-uniform temperature distributions in order to produce controllable deformation and is a topic of ongoing research. It is seen as having definite potential for low to medium yield production or rapid prototyping due to its inherent flexibility. This flexibility stems from the fact that it is a non-contact process, and as such no external hard tooling is required. Furthermore, since it is a thermally based process, materials that have been traditionally challenging to form by mechanical means, such as titanium-or nickel-based super alloys, which are utilized regularly in the aerospace industry, can be readily formed via lF. recent advances to be discussed include the effects of material anisotropy, free edges, clamping/support, microstructural evolution, specimen geometry, numerical strategies and process design. micro-scale laser shock peening and laser peen forming are non-thermal processes that introduce compressive residual stresses into the target material for the improvement of fatigue life and wear resistance under cyclic loading. Furthermore, laser peen forming induces controllable geometric curvature in addition to the desired material response. in recent times research has focused on the micro-scale response and thus it has been necessary to take into account material anisotropy as well as heterogeneity as the beam spot size is on the order of the grain size. The advances discussed will indeed focus on the implications of implementing this process at the micro-scale. Topics of discussion include material-based effects such as crystallographic orientation and the presence of grain boundaries as well as processing strategies such as dual sided processing vs. traditional single surface implementation. Furthermore, process induced global and locally induced forming effects and their implications for residual stress distributions and fatigue performance are presented as well. Finally, recent advances in predictive capabilities via the implementation of various numerical strategies are put forth.
Laser forming

Historical perspective
laser forming (lF) evolved from more mature, but less sophisticated thermo-mechanical forming processes. Specifically, manual application of an oxyacetylene torch for forming steel plates for the ship building industry has been used for some time and is seen as the precursor to LF. However, the flame bending process is highly uncontrollable and successful implementation relies on an extremely skilled worker requiring literally years of experience. one of the earliest references to the laser forming process in literature is found in namba (1986) where, using a co 2 laser, he proposes the active deformation mechanism (later referred to as the temperature gradient mechanism). Additionally, namba performed a limited parametric study examining the effects of varying the laser scan velocity, sheet thickness and number of laser scans on the bending deformation in AiSi 304 stainless steel sheets. Another early, major investigation was undertaken by masubichi (1992) at miT for the purposes of forming large thick plates for the ship-building industry. This effort included a systematic study of process parameters and their effects on the final bending deformation.
Physical description of process
laser forming (lF) is accomplished via the local impingement of a defocused continuous-wave (cw) laser beam on the surface of a ductile (almost exclusively metallic) work piece which is continuously translated at a relative velocity to the beam. Figure 18 .1 schematically depicts the following description of the process. Depending on the material system being processed and the laser wavelength being utilized, a portion of the incident energy is reflected, and a portion absorbed. At macroscopic scales, i.e. characteristic dimensions of the work piece are several orders of magnitude greater than the wavelength of the incident beam, and particularly for metals, the light-matter interaction occurs over tens of nanometers and can be assumed to be occurring exclusively at the part surface.
As the impingement of the beam is limited to within the spot diameter of the laser, the portion of the material within or in close proximity to the location(s) of incidence experience stresses that may exceed the material's flow stress and thus result in the local generation of compressive plastic strains at highly elevated temperatures and is accompanied by global counter-bending (convex toward the laser). it should be noted, that the process parameters; the laser power, scan velocity and spot size are designed such that the resulting maximum temperature for the processed material-geometry combination does not exceed the melting temperature. Therefore, no local melting occurs, and the problem is restricted to one of thermo-elasticity/inelasticity.
Depending on the geometry, as well as the laser process parameters, varying mechanisms responsible for the laser-induced deformation may be active ( Fig. 18 .2). Vollertsen (1994) first proposed three distinct dominant mechanisms that can be active based upon process parameters as well as material properties and part geometry. These mechanisms were termed: the temperature gradient mechanism (TGm), buckling mechanism (Bm) and upsetting mechanism (um).
The TGm is characterized by a steep through thickness temperature gradient resulting in non-uniform thickness expansion and bending. The vast majority of investigations have focused on lF processes employing this mechanism. As opposed to the TGm which relies on a steep through thickness temperature gradient, operating via the Bm results in an almost constant temperature through the thickness, and thus uniform lateral expansion. The surrounding relatively "cold" material acts to constrain the expansion and results in local sheet buckling. Additionally, although the Bm is an effective means for generating deformation, it is based upon buckling, an inherently unstable process and thus predicting the bending direction is not 18.1 Schematic of laser-forming process.
a straightforward task. However, li and Yao (2001b) did develop process procedures that result in reliable final deformation. Finally, the UM is also characterized a near uniform temperature distribution through the thickness. However, it seems that this mechanism takes over when the sheet's mechanical properties as well as geometry do not allow local buckling, and instead of resulting in bending, the sheet thickness undergoes significant thickening as well as shortening in the lateral direction.
Advances in understanding
18.3.1 Geometric considerations in addition to understanding the fundamental mechanisms for deformation and the impact of varying process parameters, work piece geometry, and laser scan path geometry must also be considered when interpreting experimentally observed process-induced deformations.
Edge effects
one major geometric consideration is the presence of so-called edge effects.
For example, if the plate being formed were of infinite length then both the temperature distribution and local mechanical constraints do not vary with respect to a translating coordinate system attached to the moving heat source, satisfying quasi-static conditions. However, operating in close proximity to 18.2 Schematic of the: (a) temperature gradient mechanism (TGM), (b) bending mechanism (BM), (c) upsetting mechanism (UM).
traction free surfaces such as when a free edge is approached upon the start and end of straight line scans results in a breakdown of the quasi-static thermal and mechanical conditions. magee et al. (1997) investigated the effects of free edges on the resulting bending angle distribution along the laser scan direction. That work noted that while significant variation of the bending angle occurs (Fig. 18. 3), the nature of the variation varies with process parameters as well as the material being formed. For example, they report that in forming pure titanium plates, the bending angle varies non-monotonically with the maximum bending angle occurring near the center of the scan, while for low velocity scans of an Alcumg alloy, the bending angle increases monotonically from the beginning to the end of the scan. This is explained by sighting the fact that the aluminum alloy has a significantly higher thermal conductivity coefficient, and thus the heat conducted ahead of the source is much greater, acting to decrease the flow stress prior to the heat source arrival thus increasing the plastic strain and final deformation. Bao and Yao (2001) further investigated the effects of the presence of these traction free boundaries and performed a comprehensive investigation on the effects of process parameter variation. Birnbaum et al. (2007) , in investigating the effects of work piece clamping also addressed the effects of forming in close proximity to free edges, although their focus was on processing configurations that resulted in scan paths parallel to free edges as opposed to the work done by magee et al. (1997) and Bao and Yao (2001) which both analyzed effects stemming from approaching free edges perpendicular to scan paths. They revealed that 18.3 Bending angle variation along laser scan path (x-dir.) due to the presence of free edges perpendicular to the scanning direction (Bao and Yao, 2001 ).
somewhat counter intuitively, the actual type of clamping constraint utilized had a far less significant effect on the final deformation as compared with the proximity, 'a' (see Fig. 18 .1) with which the laser scan is defined relative to a clamped or traction free boundary.
Three distinct regimes process regimes were identified. As the distance from a free edge (parallel) is approached, the condition goes from one that is basically semi-infinite, to one where the free edge starts to be "felt" in a mechanical sense. Approaching even closer will eventually cause the free edge to be "felt" in a thermal and mechanical sense. For both cases the free edge acts to perturb the symmetric temperature and stress distribution about the heat source. it was revealed that the average bending angle produced was a monotonically decreasing function of the parallel offset distance. This is due to the fact that for the semi-infinite case (far from any free edge), the surrounding relatively "cold" material provides a significant amount of inherent constraint giving rise to large plastic strains perpendicular to the laser travel, and thus large bending angles. However, as a traction-free boundary is approached, the surrounding material, instead of providing a rigid constraint is now able to expand much more freely reducing the magnitude of plastic strain, and thus a smaller bending angle.
Tube bending
The geometry of the work piece itself has also been the subject of several investigations including work by cheng et al. (2005) which studied plate size effects and cheng et al. (2006a) which examined the implications of forming parts with variable thicknesses which was relevant for forming more complex geometries such as the ones presented by air foil compressor turbine blades. A significant amount of work has also gone into process analysis of cylindrical geometries (Fig. 18.4(a) and (b)) for tube and pipe forming. li and Yao (2001a) propose an analytical model for circumferential scan induced bending deformation in tubes while Zhang et al. (2006) examined the effect of the processing scheme in terms of laser beam shape (point vs. line) and whether the scanning is performed axially or circumferentially.
in addition to examining the overall macroscopic deformation of tubes in terms of bending angle, details of the nature of the deformation in terms of local distortions were also investigated. Specifically, Li and Yao (2001a) analyzed wall thickness variation and ovalization as well as changes in the intrados (inner bending surface) and extrados (outer bending surface).
D forming: process design and synthesis
in addition to laser forming rectangular plates, there have been a number of investigations focusing on more complex, three-dimensional geometries. cheng et al. (2006b) examined the implication for forming steel plates of non-uniform thickness. This choice of geometry was made as a first step toward analyzing extremely complex three-dimensional parts such as turbine blades for jet engine compressors. The resulting bending deformation in terms of average bending angle as well as bending angle distribution along the laser scan path was significantly altered as compared to the uniform thickness counterpart (Fig. 18 .5). Furthermore, analytical solutions for a plate of varying thickness were also developed. 18.4 Tube bending: (a) with circumferential scanning scheme by a point laser source, and (b) with axial scanning by a line laser source (Zhang et al., 2006) .
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A significant amount of effort has gone into simulation and prediction of formed geometry based upon the initial part geometry and processing conditions. However, the so-called inverse problem; that is the ability to determine the necessary process parameters for producing a desired final geometry, is far more industrially relevant. liu et al. (2004) developed a strain-based approach for determining the appropriate laser path geometries for producing pre-conceived doubly curved formed geometries (pillow and saddle). in addition to laser path planning, they also developed a technique for predicting the required heating conditions as well as the path sequence. Zhang et al. (2006) utilized this technique applying it to shape tuning of nickel-super alloy airfoils. The geometric deviations between the as-forged and desired shapes can be eliminated by laser forming if as it can potentially provide a more robust, quicker and cheaper than alternative to current methods provided the process does not have any adverse material effects. This work implemented an iterative corrective scheme (Fig. 18.6 ) which consisted of characterization of the part, and then implementation of the correction scheme for producing the desired geometry. This process was repeated until the formed part was within the desired tolerances. 18.5 Bending angle variation of varying thickness plate and uniformthickness (s 0 = 2 mm) plate along the scanning direction (Cheng et al., 2006a) .
Microstructual implications
Anisotropy in addition to process parameters, geometry and macroscopic material properties, a significant amount of effort has gone into investigating the effects of both the pre-processed microstructure, as well as microstructural modifications induced by the LF process itself. As the LF process results in both thermal and mechanical cycling, particularly for multiple scan cases, the process can result in significant recovery and recrystallization as well as phase transformation Yao, 2002). cheng and investigated the effects of rolling induced sheet metal anisotropy in coldrolled AiSi 1010 steel sheets (Plate XVi (a) (between pages 428 and 429) on the resulting process induced deformation. That investigation included an examination of both the extent of the rolling reduction as well as the manner with which the laser scan path is oriented relative to the rolling direction (rD) axis (Plate XVi(b).
Phase transformation and microstructural evolution
in addition to process parameters, geometry and macroscopic material properties, a significant amount of effort has gone into investigating the effects of both the pre-processed microstructure, as well as microstructural modifications induced by the LF process itself. As the LF process results in both thermal and mechanical cycling, particularly for multiple scan cases, the process can result in significant recovery and recrystallization as well as phase transformation (cheng and Yao, 2002) . 18.6 Strategy for blade shape tuning (Zhang et al., 2006) .
cheng and Yao (2002) observed the maiden ferrite, with some pearlite structures for a low carbon AiSi 1012 steel transform to martensite and accompanied by a grain refinement within the heat affected zone (HAZ) thus having undergone dynamic recrystallization. Fan et al. (2005) examined the lF process and its implications for phase transformations in Ti-6Al-4V (Fig. 18.7) . That effort demonstrated that for an alloy consisting of an a + b phase mixture, that upon heating the alloy transforms completely to b (through the a AE b transformation), and due to the non-equilibrium cooling undergoes a displacement-based martensitic transformation forming an a¢ martensite. This resulted in a distribution of phase content where within the HAZ, the material consisted of a mixture of mostly a¢ and some retained b, whereas moving further away from the HAZ, where the cooling rate was not as high, somea returned from a diffusion controlled b AE a transformation. merklen et al. (2001) examined processinduced effects for aluminum and an AlmgSi alloy. in addition to sub-grain structural modifications such as dislocation generation and motion, they
18.7 (a) SEM images of the cross-section perpendicular to the scanning path (P = 1000 W, v = 60 mm/s). (b) close to the scanning path heat source, (c) far from the scanning path, and (d) further from the scanning path, and close to the HAZ boundary (Fan et al., 2005) .
also observed the formation of mgSi 2 precipitates in the above mentioned alloy. Birnbaum and Yao (2006) also examined issues associated with laser forming austenitic nickel-titanium (NiTi) shape memory alloys. Specifically, in terms of microstructural modification, they observed that for an initially austenitic plate, the post-process residual stress field induced by LF results in a local stress induced phase transformation ( Fig. 18.8 ). Additionally, it is seen that the volume fraction of stress-induced martensite (Sim) is affected both by process parameters and the number of laser scans ( Fig. 18.9 ).
Besides the ability to form parts with desired final geometries, the laser forming (lF) process has recently been shown to have potential as a means for training the two-way shape memory effect (ostendorf et al., 2004) . The two-way shape memory effect is characterized by a material's ability to "remember" two distinct configurations. Ostendorf et al. (2004) showed that through multiple pulsed laser forming of niTi thin foils, one could "train" the formed part to have two distinct configurations that may be activated solely by thermal means. 
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Numerical simulation: phase transformation and microstructural evolution in addition to experimental observations of the microstructure resulting from having undergone the laser forming process, a number of efforts have gone into simulation and prediction utilizing a number of numerical techniques. Techniques for integrating these microstructural changes into predictions for simulating the resulting mechanics of the laser forming process have also been developed. cheng and Yao (2002) utilized an iterative scheme for multiple scan forming processes (Fig. 18 .10) which determined characteristics regarding dynamic recovery and recrystallization and calculated changes in the volume fraction of the predominantly ferritic (with some pearlite) maiden structure to austenite upon heating, and martensite upon rapid cooling. Diffusional transformations were modeled using a JmAk kinetics approach, while diffusionless (martensitic) transformations were performed via the implementation of an Arrhenius-like approach. These changes in volume fraction to the respective phases are then utilized for 18.9 X-ray diffraction spectra over successive scans (P = 250 W, v = 15 mm/s, d = 7 mm) revealing an increase in martensitic content at the expense of the parent austenitic matrix (irradiated surface). Note the presence of R-phase in the fourth scan (A -Austenite, M -Martensite). Also note the negative peak shift from the baseline corresponding to compressive residual stress (Y-direction) in the irradiated surface (Birnbaum and Yao, 2006 
18.10 Algorithm for (a) recover/recrystallization, and (b) phase transformation constitutive modeling (index j denotes the j th phase). (Cheng and Yao, 2002) .
updating material properties such as Young's modulus and flow stress as a function of temperature for determining the deformation. Furthermore, these microstructural inhomogeneities are then stored as initial conditions for modeling subsequent laser scans.
Approaches for modeling grain refinement due to dynamic recovery and recrystallization were also investigated. Fan et al. (2005) utilized a coupled finite element-monte carlo technique for simulating the grain refinement due to the heating cycle, including contributions from strain energy from thermal expansion induced by the laser treatment (Plate XV between pages 428 and 429).
18.4
Laser shock peening
Historical perspective
laser shock peening (lSP) is a process that was developed as a substitution for conventional shot peening. it is a surface treatment that is used to improve fatigue life and wear resistance of metallic parts. The process consists of inducing compressive residual stresses into the target material, which as a result impedes crack propagation and increases the lifespan of the metallic components. The lSP process was invented at Battelle memorial institute in 1972. Since then it has been studied by many researchers worldwide (clauer and Holbrook 1981; Peyre et al., 1996; Hammersley et al., 2000; Zhou et al., 2003) . The process is mainly used in the aerospace industry for treatment of jet engine turbine blades, which during the take-off and landing are subject to foreign object damage as stones and ice are sucked into the engine causing damage to the blades and reducing their service life.
The laser beam spot size in lSP is on the order of millimeters. The high cost of the lasers capable of producing such large size beam spots with intensities of several Gw/cm 2 prevented wider industrial application of lSP. However, the recent progress in the fabrication of micro electromechanical systems (memS) as well as other micron size devices and the use of metallic components within them motivated the development of micro-scale laser shock peening (mLSP). The process was proposed for the first time by Zhang and Yao (2001) who recognized the potential of fatigue life enhancement of metallic micro components through inducing compressive residual stress with spatial resolution in the order of microns. investigation of mlSP as a technique (Zhang and Yao, 2002; chen et al. 2004a,b) included potential improvement of micro parts that undergo cyclic loading during their service time such as memS actuators, medical implants, micro-switches, relays and blades of micro impellers.
Physical description of process
laser shock peening is accomplished as laser pulses focused on the top surface vaporize an ablative layer, usually black paint or thin metallic foil, creating hot plasma whose expansion induces shock waves into the target material. High amplitude pressure pulses are formed in the following way. When a laser beam with sufficient intensity strikes the surface, a thin layer of material is vaporized. Due to rapid energy deposition, the affected region is confined to a small area as thermal diffusion out of the interaction zone is limited. The temperature of the vaporized material rises quickly, achieving values of several tens of thousands of degrees (clauer and Holbrook, 1981) resulting in ionization and subsequent plasma creation. newly created plasma continues to absorb laser energy until the end of the pulse duration. Plasma is characterized by high pressure (1-10 GPa) and high temperature, and its hydrodynamic expansion is responsible for the shock wave propagation. The magnitude of the pressure increases by a factor of five or more if the plasma is confined by an overlay transparent to the laser wavelength as compared to unconfined, i.e. open air, conditions because confining medium impedes plasma expansion in the direction opposite of the target material (Zhang and Yao, 2002) . in addition, the shock pressure duration is two to three times longer than the laser pulse itself if the plasma is covered with confined medium. The lSP process is schematically depicted in Fig. 18 .11.
The process is assumed to be adiabatic and therefore the target material is only subject to mechanical loading, due to the fact that the coating is just partially ablated where the remaining portion serves as a shield to thermal influence. The load is applied as a short impulse and it propagates as a shock wave, plastically deforming the material.
Fatigue performance enhancement through micro-scale laser shock peening
Advantages of the micro-scale laser shock peening (mlSP) over the lSP process is that it does not require high-energy laser systems utilized in lSP, reducing the overall cost of the process. Further, the spot size is in the order of microns, and therefore intensities are comparable to those in lSP and yet laser pulses are delivered at higher repetition rate. Small spot size also allows greater flexibility in treatment of micro devices, where mlSP can be used selectively to treat only regions around stress concentration points. on the other hand, lSP induces compressive residual stresses up to 400 mPa and up to 1 millimeter depth (clauer and Holbrook, 1981) , whereas the mlSP induces compressive residual stresses about half or an order of magnitude smaller than induced by millimeter-scale lSP and up to tens of microns deep (Zhang and Yao, 2002) . Zhang and Yao (2001) performed fatigue testing on the scaled down copper dog bone specimen, previously treated with mlSP.
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results have shown (Fig. 18.12 ) that fatigue life of a treated specimen is three times longer than the control one (Zhang and Yao, 2001 ).
Anisotropic and Heterogeneous Response
The laser beam spot size in micro-scale laser shock peening (mlSP) is usually several microns in diameter and thus about the same order of magnitude of 18.12 (a) Geometry of fatigue test sample (b) fatigue test results. The dotted region near the notches is laser shock processed by applying laser pulses along the width direction with uniform spacing between pulses of 50 microns, three pulses at each location, pulse energy E = 220 mJ. The lines in (b) are least-square fitted curves of the experimental results. Scale is logarithmic (Zhang and Yao, 2001 ).
average grain size of most polycrystalline materials used in fabrication of micro devices (aluminum, copper, etc) . Few grains at most are actually affected by a single laser pulse. Therefore the effects of anisotropy and heterogeneity have to be taken into account to properly understand this process.
Anisotropic response
effects of anisotropy under micro-scale laser shock peening have been studied in aluminum single crystals subject to plane strain conditions (chen et al., 2004a , 2004b wang et al., 2008b; Vukelic et al., 2008a Vukelic et al., , 2008b . Various aspects of material response to the pressure load have been investigated experimentally and theoretically including residual stress deformation, crystallographic lattice rotation and distribution of the plastic deformation
Residual stress distribution
The residual stress measurement in single crystal aluminum after mlSP processing has been characterized utilizing x-ray microdiffraction (chen et al., 2004a; Vukelic et al., 2008b Vukelic et al., ). chen et al. (2004a utilized synchrotron radiation source and implemented a method developed by ungar to characterize residual stress induced by mlSP in single crystal aluminum, subject to plane strain condition. if a piece of metal is deformed elastically such that the strain is uniform over a relatively large distance, the uniform macro-strain will cause a shift in the x-ray diffraction lines to new positions. if the metal is deformed plastically, the deformation creates adjacent regions of slight different orientations. The residual strain can vary from region to region to cause nonhomogeneous strain state, which causes a broadening of the x-ray diffraction profile. In fact, both kinds of strain are superposed in plastically deformed metals, and diffraction is both shifted and broadened (cullity, 1978) . on the basis of a composite model, local strain and residual stress can be evaluated for single crystal metal under plastic deformation as reported by ungar et al. (1984) by recognizing that the crystal dislocations often arrange themselves in a cell structure. in the model, the deformed crystal is considered as a two-component system, where the local flow stress of the cell walls is considerably larger than the local flow stress of the cell interiors. Consequently, in the plastically deformed and unloaded crystals the cell walls parallel to the compressive axis are under a residual uniaxial compressive stress and the cell interior under a uniaxial tensile stress. The asymmetrical Bragg reflections can be separated into the sum of two symmetrical peaks which correspond to "cell interiors" and "cell wall" as seen in Fig. 18 .13. The integral intensities of the sub-profiles relative to the integral intensity of the measured profile are proportional to the volume fractions of the cell walls, and cell interiors, respectively. The asymmetric line profiles I are assumed to be composed of two components I w and I c , where I w is attributed to the cell-wall and I c to the cell-interior. The centers of both components are shifted in opposite directions. These shifts express the relative change of the mean lattice plane spacing. Further, the measure of the residual stress is characterized as absolute value of the difference between stresses corresponding to cell walls and cell interiors. residual stress distribution in aluminum single crystal with (110) surface orientation is shown in Fig. 18 .14.
Single crystal plasticity and crystallographic lattice rotation
According to the single crystal micromechanics (Asaro, 1983 ) the deformation gradient tensor, F, which governs the plastic deformation in single crystals can be conceptually broken down into three steps, which when combined together determine the overall deformation gradient F: first plastic slip through the undeformed crystal F P , second rigid body rotation F R , and finally elastic stretching of the lattice F e . The first two terms can be combined together and the general expression for deformation gradient becomes F = F * ◊F P , where F P is deformation related to the plastic shear and F * represents stretching and rotation of the crystal lattice.
This approach has been adopted by chen et al. (2004b) and followed by Vukelic et al. (2008a; to describe plastic deformation in single crystals induced by mlSP process and anisotropic behavior that stems from it. closed form solution for the stress and deformation field for aluminum with (114) orientation of its top surface has been obtained by wang et al. (2008a) approximating loading from the mlSP as a punch with non-uniform pressure distribution (Fig. 18.15(a) , Table 18 .1(a)). Solution is achieved utilizing anisotropic slip line theory (Booker and Davis 1972; rice 1973) , assuming equilibrium conditions, plane strain deformation state and rigid ideally plastic material. The plane strain condition in face centered cubic (Fcc) crystals is achieved when loading is applied along (110) direction (rice 1987) . in that case out of a total of twelve slip systems present, three pairs act cooperatively to create their active in-planes slip systems. Stress and deformation field for the (110) orientation and comparison against (114) orientation has been done by Vukelic et al. (2008a) , (Fig. 18.15(b) , Table  18 .1(b)).
in single crystals subject to plane strain deformation state lattice rotation can be characterized experimentally by comparing the as-deformed crystallographic orientation obtained through a mapping of the in-plane rotation of the crystalline lattice (kysar et al., 2005) to the known undeformed state. As a consequence angle of in-plane lattice rotation of the crystallographic lattice can be calculated. rotation of lattice due to mlSP can be characterized by means of the electron back scatter diffraction (eBSD) measurements.
The mapping of the lattice rotation of the top surface of aluminum (114) 18.14 Residual stress measured via x-ray microdiffraction. Experimental and numerical results are superimposed for comparison purposes (Vukelic et al., 2008b) . and 429). rotation about the shock line center is anti-symmetric, the blue region corresponds to counterclockwise rotation (ccw), and the red region corresponds to clockwise rotation (cw). Deformation is largely uniform along the shock line on the treated surface, which indicates an approximate two-dimensional deformation state is achieved by shocking the single crystal along the (110) direction which is in good agreement with theoretical predictions of rice (1973; 1987) . Further, in-plane lattice rotation in crosssection is depicted in Plate XViii (between pages 428 and 429) where it can be seen that rotation in (110) case is almost twice the rotation for the (114) case which is consistent with analytical predictions of Vukelic et al. (2008a) . 18.15 Geometry of slip line field under Gaussian loading (a) (114) orientation ; (b) (110) orientation (Vukelic et al., 2008a) . Sectors represent areas of constant stress and correspond to the vertices of the yield surfaces constructed utilizing anisotropic slip line theory and following principles of Rice (1973; 1987) .
H (110)
Predictive capabilities
The nature of the micro-scale laser shock peening (mlSP) process is highly dynamic. However, finite element models used to develop predictive capabilities in mlSP were focused on the anisotropic response did not take into account inertia (chen et al., 2004b; wang et al., 2008a) . These models utilized crystal plasticity theory developed by Hill (1950 Hill ( ), rice (1973 1987) , Asaro (1983) and Asaro and needleman (1985) . obtained results were in good agreement with analytical predictions obtained using anisotropic slip line theory. on the other hand, material response under dynamic loading has been studied as shock wave propagation in isotropic materials under lSP (Peyre et al., 2003) and mlSP (Fan et al., 2005) . Single crystal plasticity was combined with dynamic loading by nemat-nasser et al. (1998) through study of dynamic void collapse. Vukelic et al. (2008b) incorporated single crystal plasticity and work hardening model of Pierce et al. with dynamic loading in mLSP finite element model. Propagation of the elastic precursor wave that precedes plastic deformation under the mlSP process is analogous to the elastic propagation of waves, 
used in non-destructive evaluation (nDe) for calculation of ultrasonic field profiles in mildly anisotropic media. This approach considers wave propagation from a finite-sized transducer source which is equivalent to the compressive surface traction induced by Gaussian pressure distribution. The basis for the nDe is Huygen's principle and retarded potentials based on the existence and properties of the temporal Fourier transformation of the Green's function. Tverdokhlebov and rose (1988) employing the Helmholtz decomposition, represented the Green's function as a sum of three components corresponding to plane wave propagation of quasi-longitudinal and two quasi-transverse velocities present in the arbitrary anisotropic, homogeneous solid. numerical integration of the Green's function presented by rose et al. (1989) as an output gives elastic wave velocity profiles for quasi-longitudinal and two quasi-transverse wave modes. These transducer field profiles in essence represent strain energy density and from them it can clearly be seen that deformation propagates in the direction of the applied load without little lateral expansion beyond boundaries of the source. in the case of the mlSP this effect is observed through examination of total shear at the end of the loading, shown in plate XiX (between pages 428 and 429). it appears that plastic deformation occurs predominantly under the Gaussian pressure load for both, (114) and (110) crystal orientation. in addition, another important consequence of anisotropy should be noted: direction. The wavefront normal vector does not coincide with wave velocity vector for an anisotropic medium. This leads to the skewing of the direction of the strain energy density propagation in the direction of large phase velocity, resulting in the asymmetric material response. Plastic deformation propagates in the direction of the longitudinal axis of symmetry of yield loci showing that symmetric and asymmetric yield surfaces produce symmetric and asymmetric plastic deformation. The numerical results are in very good agreement with experimental findings. In Fig. 18 .14 experimental findings for residual stress for the aluminum of (110) orientation are superimposed with numerical results, which represent the weighted average of the residual stress in horizontal direction. weight function is chosen such that takes into account fractional contribution of progressively deeper layers to the diffracted intensity (noyan and cohen, 1987) . Both, numerical values and trend of stress distribution is consistent with experimental measurements, showing that stresses near to surface in region close to the shock line are mostly compressive, which is beneficial for improvement of fatigue life of micro components. in addition, superimposed experimental and numerical values for displacement for both (110) and (114) crystal orientation are shown in Fig. 18 .16. Also cross-sectional contour maps of the lattice rotation for these two crystallographic orientations are depicted in plate XX(a) and (b). 
Effects of heterogeneity
An effect of heterogeneity under micro-scale laser shock peening (mlSP) is studied in aluminum bicrystals (Vukelic et al., 2008c) . orientations of crystals in bicrystal are chosen such that if laser shocks are applied along the grain boundary, both crystals will experience plane strain deformation. Heterogeneity has been studied experimentally and numerically. The finite element model has been developed in which bicrystal is decomposed into grain interior simulated utilizing single crystal plasticity and grain boundary.
The grain boundary is assumed to be rigid, neither debonding nor sliding is allowed to occur. Such an assumption discounts the potential of grain boundary deformation. However, since the applied loads on the grain boundary are highly compressive, no debonding is expected to occur. Figure 18 .17 shows the geometric profile at the grain boundary from the profilometer measurements and in the reference single crystals after shocking. it can be observed that depth of deformation close to the grain boundary is smaller than in reference single crystals. numerical results for the shear strains on each active in-plane slip system are shown in plate XXi (a), (b) and (between pages 428 and 429). There is a total of three active in-plane slip systems and they are denoted as i, ii and iii. The total accumulated shear in the aluminum bicrystal, is shown in plate XXi(d). The orientation of crystals in the bicrystal is such that the same slip systems are active and furthermore the yield loci have the same shape and orientation. However, the 18.17 Deformation geometry after shocking (a) experimental results.
domain of interest is asymmetric due to the presence of the grain boundary, and one would intuitively assume that total shear strain field should indicate a lobe of deformation with higher magnitude in the right crystal where the slip direction does not point into the boundary. This is not the case, however, as will become apparent, the effects of inertia are dominant over anisotropy. Further, it can be seen that the slips on slip systems i and iii also experience a sharp discontinuity at the grain boundary as seen in plate XXi(a) and (b). The discontinuity is a consequence of an inability of the slip to transmit through grain boundary as well as a sudden change of resolved shear stress at the grain boundary, which introduces an effect analogous to the dislocation motion behavior where dislocations are piled up at the grain boundary. Thus, plastic slip flows under compressive mlSP loading in each crystal until it reaches the grain boundary, which inhibits the plastic slip to be less than would otherwise occur in a single crystal.
Dual-sided micro-scale laser shock peening
owing to the large pressures involved in laser shock peening (lSP), onesided laser shock peening on thin targets can result in significant permanent deformation or spall failure on the back surface. Generally, when treating a thin section, opposing dual-sided laser shock peening is used to avoid harmful effects such as spalling and fracture. opposing dual-sided lSP is accomplished by splitting the laser beam in half and peening opposing surfaces of the target. The pressures on the opposite surfaces of the target balance one another and prohibit excessive deformation of the target. Thus the shock waves from each surface will interact in different ways through the thickness resulting in more complex residual stress profiles. numerical modeling is an effective way to understand wave-wave interaction in solids. mok (1968) simulated the propagation and attenuation of spherical and plane shock waves in a 2024 aluminum plate by assuming that the media is a strain-rate independent and elastic-perfectly plastic solid. caruso et al. (2002) also numerically investigated laser-generated shock propagation dynamics in the solids, but only an elastic medium in plane geometry was considered. Shock-solid interaction was also simulated in some studies of spallation and residual stresses induced by lSP (cottet and Boustie, 1989); however, the effect of high strain rate was not considered or fully considered only by the Johnson-cook law. Fan et al. (2007) investigated dual-sided micro-scale LSP numerically through development of a finite element model (Fem), in which the hydrodynamic behavior of the isotropic material and the deviatoric behavior including work hardening and strain rate effects were considered. understanding wave-wave interaction enables optimization of processing conditions through selective modification of the compressive residual stress distribution in controlled manner.
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Dual-sided vs single-sided irradiation Fan et al. (2007) addressed the difference in residual stress distribution between dual-sided and one-sided irradiation, as well as the influence of material thickness to enhance understanding of how wave-wave interaction modifies final stress distribution. Two specimen thicknesses are chosen, 100 mm and 200 mm. Figure 18 .18 shows the comparison of the top surface average residual stresses distribution between one-sided irradiation and zerophase dual-sided irradiation. This kind of surface residual stress profile has been reported in literature (clauer and lahrman, 2001; Peyre et al., 2003; Yao, 2000, 2002) . From Fig. 18 .18, it is found that in zerophase dual-sided irradiation the top surface compressive residual stresses are higher in magnitude for both 200 and 100 mm thick samples, leading to enhancement of the fatigue life. in zero-phase dual-sided irradiation lSP, the shock wave from the top surface will meet the shock incident from the bottom surface at the midplane and the encountering shock waves will exhibit a constructive interference effect. in this manner, the respective deep compressive residual stress regions that extend from each of the adjacent nonoverlapping laser shock peened surfaces will overlap and significantly increase the peak pressure experienced by the material in the vicinity of the shock wave intersection plane.
Effect of phase on residual stress distributions
Plate XXii (between pages 428 and 429) shows the radial residual stress distributions within the 100 mm thick copper plate by various irradiation methods. From Plate XXii it can be seen that dual-sided irradiations gain a more compressive and wider distributed surface residual stress compared with one-sided irradiation. in dual-sided irradiations with different phases, the compressive surface residual stress profiles are also different: full phase results in the most compressive and widest surface residual stress profiles, and zero-phase obtained the least compressive and narrowest surface residual stress distributions. But with different phases, the depth of penetration of residual stress into surface does not show evident difference. The surface residual stresses in the 200 mm thick sample exhibit similar trends as those seen in the 100 mm thick specimen.
18.5
Laser peen forming
Historical perspective and process description
Laser peen forming (LPF) is a novel process. It combines the beneficial effects of micro-scale laser shock peening with a controlled bending deformation to shape micro-scale metallic parts without hard tooling. By matching process conditions with workpiece material, geometry, and boundary conditions, different deformation mechanisms can be invoked to generate rich combinations of desired local and global deformations simultaneously in a single step. LPF provides process simplicity and flexibility as well as new design opportunities of micro parts. in this method laser shocks are applied onto the surface of the free standing thin metal sheet coated with ablative layer and submerged into the confining medium, similarly to the laser shock peening process. Plastic deformation is induced through shock wave propagation which serves a dual purpose, inducing compressive residual stresses and convex or concave curvature.
Hackel and Harris (2002) employed a pulse laser beam for forming shapes and contours in metal strips. They showed that the lPF process can generate deep compressive stress without inducing unwanted tensile stress at the metal surface and is especially useful for thick material that is difficult to shape or contour. Zhou et al. (2002) investigated the deformation mechanisms for a special configuration; that is, a sample clamped by two concentric washers. laser spot size they used ranges from 3 to 10 mm in diameter. By using lPF, metal sheet forming is realized without mold and the dimensions of the obtained shapes are determined by the boundary condition. Zhou et al. (2003) further studied the response of various metal sheets to lPF and presented detailed deformation characterization. The investigation showed its potential to become a flexible manufacturing process with excellent properties and short manufacturing time. recently, microforming became an important technology for manufacturing micro-metallic parts cao et al., 2004) . microforming using laser has already been explored for a number of potential high-precision industrial applications, such as laser microbending of magnetic disk-drive components, adjustment of contact springs of miniature relays and reed contacts, accurate bending of thin plate springs, etc. (otsu et al., 2001; esser et al., 2003) . it can be seen that most of these applications encounter cyclic loadings. Thus, it is desirable to improve fatigue life of microparts after the microforming process. wang et al. (2007) showed that compressive residual stress can be induced on both sides of the workpiece, similarly to macro-lPF.
Geometric constraints
Forming process
The global deformation and residual stress pattern in the micro-scale laser peen forming (mlPF) is a function of various parameters, such as laser pulse energy, type and thickness of the target material. wang et al. (2008b) investigated the relationship between the residual stress and forming mechanisms. Study included experimental and numerical aspects and two energy levels 4.95Gw/ cm 2 and 3.57Gw/cm 2 , determining the forming mechanism were used. It is found that at higher laser intensities the stress on the bottom is first tensile to balance the compressive stress of the top surface and then changes to compressive as the specimen bends upward for the 4.95Gw/cm 2 laser intensity ( Fig. 18.19(a) ). For the case of 3.57Gw/cm 2 , the tensile residual stress occurs on the treated surface as the bending is reversed. Figure 18 . 19(b) shows the distribution of averaged stress within 30mm from the top right after the moment of unloading for two energy levels. This demonstrates 
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Continued that the range and magnitude of compressive stress induced by 4.95Gw/ cm 2 are much larger than those by 3.57Gw/cm 2 . The range of compressive stress for 4.95Gw/cm 2 is around ±200mm while that of 3.57Gw/cm 2 is only ±100 mm. The effect of bending moment is relatively small compared with that of compressive stress since the bending angle is very small, about 0.1°. Therefore, the induced compressive stress plays a dominant role on the bending after loading. if the compressive stress distribution is wide, it is harder to generate downward bending. So it is more difficult to obtain convex shape for low energy than high energy in terms of compressive stress distribution. wave propagation of the point 60mm away from the center on the top surface as shown in Fig. 18 .19(c) gives some insight into the difference of compressive stress distribution for these two cases. it can be seen that the pressure at that point for 4.95Gw/cm 2 is two and a half times of that of 3.57Gw/cm 2 . However, shock wave propagation in depth direction is similar for both cases as shown in Fig. 18.19(d) . The difference of wave propagation in the depth and surface directions may be due to the material volume that can be compressed. For either case, there is little material which can be compressed in depth direction because the thickness is too thin. But for the surface direction, there is enough material for compressing.
The tension caused by compressive stress in the 4.95Gw/cm 2 case, which exerts bulging in the specimen, will restrain downward bending significantly compared to the 3.57Gw/cm 2 case. That is why the downward bending of 4.95Gw/cm 2 is smaller than that of 3.57Gw/cm 2 . After the combined effect of bending moment and compressive stress overcomes the downward effect caused by the inertia, the reverse bending follows. The reverse magnitude is mostly determined by the induced compressive stress and not the bending moment. Hence, the reverse magnitude of 4.95Gw/cm 2 case is larger than that of the 3.57Gw/cm 2 case. For the 4.95Gw/cm 2 case, the compressive stress even overcomes the opposite bending moment and results in upward bending.
Influence of thickness on the forming process
The global deformation and residual stress pattern by mlPF are determined by various parameters, such as laser pulse energy, target material, and thickness of metal sheet, etc. Here, thickness effects are investigated. Figure 18 .20 gives the global deformation for the 200 mm copper sample by mlPF under the 4.95Gw/cm 2 condition. it is clear that it is convex bending and the magnitude of the deformation is around 5 mm, corresponding to a bending angle of 0.057°. As seen in Fig. 18 .21, as thickness increases, the induced compressive stress is almost the same as that of 100 mm, and consequently the global deformation decreases because the moment of inertia increases. in addition, the bending mode is the same as that of 100 mm under the same conditions. Also, the simulation results are comparable with the experimental results as shown in Fig. 18 .20. According to the above results, we may say that thickness has almost no effect on residual stress distribution. The residual stress distribution by both simulation and experiment is shown in Fig. 18 .21. Both show the same trend and are comparable, but the magnitude of the stress is a little smaller than that of 100 mm on both sides. laser peen forming of thick strips has been investigated by (Hackel and Harris, 2002) , but there is no concave bending reported. wang et al. (2007) showed that concave bending is possible if material thickness is in the micron range. Therefore, the downward bending effect caused by impacts (loading) and the followed inertia is very small in Hackel et al. (2000) since the inertia of moment, which is proportional to the cube of thickness, is big enough to prevent the downward bending. So the convex curving effect mainly results from surface elongation.
Effects of anisotropy
Further advancement in the micro-scale laser peen forming (mlPF) led to studies in single crystals. experimental and numerical study has been performed by wang et al. (2008b) who applied laser shocks on the aluminum single crystals with (001) crystallographic orientation of the surface. The train of laser shocks has been placed along the (110) crystallographic direction in order to achieve plane strain deformation, similar to the mlSP studies described in previous section. By doing this only three effective in-plane slip systems are activated (Rice, 1987) which simplifies the analysis. The residual stress characterization has been performed on top and bottom surfaces following the scheme on the polycrystalline copper specimens resulting in similar conclusions. Further, lattice rotation measurements were made via electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD). These measurements indeed confirmed that plane stain condition is achieved. numerical analysis incorporated development of finite element model (FEM) based on single crystal plasticity. The problem is approximated as punch with non-uniform load (rice, 1973; wang et al., 2008a) to investigate local and global deformation under Gaussian pressure loading induced by laser shock. The model developed is two dimensional, plane strain and quasi-static and although gross simplification of actual process which is highly dynamic, it gives insight about the nature of deformation process. In addition, experimental findings of displacement and residual stress characterization agree well with numerical predictions (wang et al., 2008b) . A total of three slip systems are active under plane strain condition i, ii, and iii. Because of zero Schmid's factor for slip system ii, its resulting shear strain is almost zero. Further due to symmetry of yield surface deformation caused by slip systems i and iii is anti-symmetric with respect to the vertical axis passing through the middle of the load. Plate XXiii (between pages 428 and 429) shows the shear strain distributions for the slip system i as well as the total shear strain by Fem simulation, that is, Plate XXiii(a) shows the shear strain distribution caused by slip system i, and Plate XXiii(b) is for the total shear strain. As seen in Plate XXiii, the shear strains resulting from mlPF have certain distributional patterns. it is of great interest to understand the logic behind these patterns.
in mLSP domain of interest is considered to be semi-infinite and deformation is local. on the other hand, in mlPF nature of deformation mechanism is different and global deformation has to be taken into account. width of Gaussian pressure loading is an order of magnitude smaller than width of specimen, and effect of finite geometry has to be taken into account. In order to geometrically construct a slip line field, at first a similar approach as in mlSP has been taken. end points of the punch represent singular points (wang et al., 2008a) . However, from numerical simulation it appears that from the perspective of global deformation, Gaussian pressure loading in mlPF appears more as a point load. it further seems that loading can be seen as the point of singularity in which a centered fan is placed. A suggested slip line field geometrically constructed this way is depicted in Fig. 18 .22. Shear strain in top half plane should appear only in the area enclosed by Q 1 Q 4 Q 7 o. Plate XXiii(b) shows numerical results of the total shear strain with slip line field superimposed for the comparison purposes. From Plate XXiii(b) it can be seen that shear strain occurs only within the area inside of the sectors. Furthermore, slip system i is active in sectors, enclosed by Q 1 Q 2 oQ 1 , oQ 2 Q 3 o, oQ 3 Q 4 o, and oQ 6 Q 7 o as shown in Fig. 18 .22. Again, after superposition of slip sectors and numerical results (Plate XXiii(a)) we see that the numerical solution of shear strain distribution for slip system i agree fairly well with the proposed explanation. 18.22 Geometry of slip line field for a Gaussian pressure distribution of load in micro-scale laser peen forming.
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